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Abstract
In the text document visualization community, statistical analy-
sis tools (e.g., principal component analysis and multidimensional
scaling) and neurocomputation models (e.g., self-organizing fea-
ture maps) have been widely used for dimensionality reduction.
often the resulting dimensionality is set to two, as this facilitates
plotting the results. The validity and effectiveness of these ap-
proaches largely depend on the specific data sets used and se-
mantics of the targeted applications. To date, there has been little
evaluation to assess and compare dimensionality reduction meth-
ods and dimensionality reduction processes, either numerically or
empirically. The focus of this paper is to propose a mechanism
for comparing and evaluating the effectiveness of dimensionality
reduction techniques in the visual exploration of text document
archives. We use multivariate visualization techniques and inter-
active visual exploration to study three problems: (a) Which di-
mensionality reduction technique best preserves the interrelation-
ships within a set of text documents; (b) What is the sensitivity of
the results to the number of output dimensions; (c) Can we auto-
matically remove redundant or unimportant words from the vector
extracted from the documents while still preserving the majority
of information, and thus make dimensionality reduction more ef-
ficient. To study each problem, we generate supplemental dimen-
sions based on several dimensionality reduction algorithms and
parameters controlling these algorithms. We then visually ana-
lyze and explore the characteristics of the reduced dimensional
spaces as implemented within a multi-dimensional visual explo-
ration tool, XmdvTool. We compare the derived dimensions to
features known to be present in the original data. Quantitative
measures are also used in identifying the quality of results using
different numbers of output dimensions.
Keywords: Dimension reduction, multidimensional scaling
(MDS), self-organizing maps (SOM), text visualization.
1 Introduction
With the rapid growth of the Internet, wireless communication,
multimedia home and office servers, virtually everyone is faced
with huge amount of information coming from digital libraries,
websites and other sources [14, 27]. Much of this information
comes in the form of unstructured text. We simply cannot read or
skim this information in a traditional way. To an ever increasing
extent we depend on analysis and visualization tools to get insight
into those documents.
The curse of dimensionality and the empty space phenomenon
are unavoidable challenges in the text visualization and informa-

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tion retrieval communities. Text documents are often represented
by a vector of word counts in a vector-space model of docu-
ments, where the dimensionality could be over 10,000. On the
one hand, the sample size needed to estimate a function of several
variables to a given degree of accuracy (i.e., to get a reasonably
low-variance estimate) grows exponentially with the number of
variables. On the other hand, the high-dimensional spaces are in-
herently sparse. For example, a word that appears in one document
over 100 times may not appear in any of the other documents. An
example is Figure 1. Here only the top 228 words are used to visu-
alize a document collection with 98 records, although over 10,000
unique words are very common for even small document collec-
tions.
Figure 1: Parallel coordinates display showing counts for the top
228 words in a collection of documents. Clearly little structure
can be seen.
To overcome these problems intrinsic in text visualization and
classification, a widely used method is dimension reduction. The
main idea behind these techniques is to map each text document
into a lower dimensional space that explicitly takes the dependen-
cies between the terms into account. The associations present in
the lower dimensional representation can then be used to perform
visualization, classification and categorization more efficiently.
While the reasons for performing dimension reduction are
clear, it is not without problems. Open issues include [5, 6]:
 Unknown intrinsic dimension. We have no effective way to
find the minimum number of dimensions sufficient to repre-
sent the data.
 Non-linear relationships among data. Underlying relation-
ships among the variables may be very complicated.
 Unknown relevance of information. The case where dimen-
sion reduction is performed without loosing information is
ideal. Very often however dimension reduction will not be
possible without a certain amount of loss.
Due to the complex nature of the dimension reduction process,
there is no single method to deal with all situations. Thus, a large
number of dimension reduction approaches have been developed
and tested in different application domains and research commu-
nities. These dimension reduction techniques can be classified
into three categories. One refers to the set of techniques that take
advantage of class-membership information while computing the
lower dimensional space. Examples of such techniques include a
variety of feature selection schemes that reduce the dimensional-
ity by selecting a subset of the original features [3], and techniques
that derive new features by clustering the terms [1, 34, 33]. These
dimension reduction techniques aim to minimize the information
loss compared to the original data or to maintain the similarity
distance found in the data set. The second class of dimension re-
duction techniques are computational algorithms based on statis-
tical analysis. principal component analysis (PCA), MDS and la-
tent semantic indexing (LSI) belong to this category of dimension
reduction techniques. They are appropriate to use in situations
when the relationships among the dimensions are linear [9, 7, 19].
The third type of dimension reduction technique is self-organizing
maps (SOMs) that use a neurocomputational approach.
It is widely accepted that there is no precise evaluation method
for a certain dimension reduction technique even though a large
number of algorithms have been developed. This paper attempts
to address this problem. We try to evaluate several dimension re-
duction techniques both visually and statistically when applied to
unstructured text documents. In addition, we explore the effective-
ness and computational load of these dimension reduction tech-
niques in terms of the number of distinct input dimensions used
for the dimensionality reduction.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents dimension reduction techniques for text visualization
and information retrieval. Section 3 describes how we use Xmd-
vTool [28, 29] to visually explore the effectiveness of some of
these dimension reduction methods when applied to unstructured
text documents. These dimension reduction techniques are also
evaluated in terms of class clustering and statistical analysis. Sec-
tion 4 describes related work on dimension reduction in different
areas. Section 5 summarizes our work and presents possible future
research.
2 Description of existing dimension re-
duction methods
We define dimension reduction as any operation that maps high
dimensional data into a lower dimensional space, while attempting
to preserve characteristics and relationships in the raw data. We
now review the dimension reduction techniques used in this paper.
2.1 Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis is a widely used technique for di-
mension reduction [9, 19, 7, 18]. Given an   x  document-
term matrix (the number of documents and terms are   and 
respectively), PCA uses the  -leading eigenvectors of the   x  
covariance matrix as the axes of the lower

-dimensional space.
These leading eigenvectors correspond to linear combinations of
the original variables that account for the largest amount of term
variability. One disadvantage of PCA is that it has high memory
and computational requirements. It requires  
	 memory for
the dense covariance matrix, and 

 	 for finding the

lead-
ing eigenvectors. These requirements could be unacceptably high
when the number of documents  	 is very large, for example,
tens of thousands.
The effectiveness of PCA in empirical studies is often attributed
to reduction of noise, redundancy, and ambiguity [10]. The terms
of a text document are typically not independent. The noise and
redundancy could show in the term-matrix text data. This could
lead to the conclusion that PCA is suitable for text document data,
but the resulting dimensions lack semantic meaning.
2.2 Multidimensional scaling
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is a set of mathematical tech-
niques that enable a researcher to uncover hidden structure in data.
Possible applications include psychology, sociology, economy,
educational research and text documents visualization [7, 5, 2].
Suppose we have a set of objects (e.g., a number of text doc-
uments) and that a measure of the similarity between objects is
known. This measure, called proximity, indicates how similar or
how dissimilar two objects are or are perceived to be. It can be
obtained in different ways, e.g., by computing the correlation co-
efficient or Euclidean distance from the vector representation of
the text documents. What MDS does is to map to a lower dimen-
sional space in which each object is represented by a point and the
distances between points resemble the original similarity infor-
mation; i.e., the larger the dissimilarity between two objects, the
farther apart they should be in the lower dimensional space. This
geometrical configuration of points reflects the hidden structure of
the data and may help to make it easier to understand.
2.3 Self-organizing maps
Self-organizing maps (SOM) is a neurocomputational algorithm to
map high-dimensional data to a lower (typical two) dimensional
space through a competitive and unsupervised learning process
[21, 22]. This algorithm is frequently used to visualize and inter-
pret large high-dimensional data sets. It has also been employed to
visualize very large unstructured text document archives [24, 16].
Self-organizing maps take a set of objects (e.g., text docu-
ments), each object represented by a vector of terms (keywords
from the original text), and then maps them onto the nodes of
a two-dimensional grid. The map is represented initially by a
matrix of nodes, where each node is represented by a codebook
vector with the same length as the input vectors. Fitting of the
model vectors is usually carried out by a sequence of ”best match
and neighborhood modification” processes. For a specific input
vector, a distance measure is used to find the best match code-
book that has the closest distance to the input vector. Then the
neighborhood codebooks are modified based on the input vector
and neighborhood function. These processes are iterated over the
available input vectors.
2.4 Similarity-based dimension clustering
In XmdvTool [34, 33] we use an agglomerative clustering algo-
rithm to create a dimension hierarchy. Given the hierarchy we use
a radial space-filling (RSF) technique called InterRing [34, 33] to
provide interactive operations such as dimension hierarchy navi-
gation and modification.
Figure 2 shows the clustering activities of the top seventy one
words extracted from a document collection. After calculating
the correlation coefficients among the word vectors (in a term-
document matrix, each word was represented by a vector of word
counts that indicate the number of occurrences in corresponding
documents), we find that the clustering algorithm groups ”study”
and ”problems”, ”discussed” and ”methods”, ”paper” and ”pre-
sented”, and so on together. InterRing provides flexibility and a
rich assortment of user interactions so that the user can gain more
understanding about the dimension reduction process and use her
domain knowledge to reorganize the clusters if desired.
Figure 2: An agglomerative clustering of the top 71 words, dis-
played with InterRing
3 Visual exploration
In this section, the effectiveness of the dimension reduction tech-
niques including MDS, SOM and agglomerative clustering are vi-
sually evaluated. Then the computation complexity of these di-
mension reduction techniques are assessed for different numbers
of input dimensions.
First, the goal was to visually assess the viability of proposed
categories by exploring their multi-dimensional nature and exam-
ining the capabilities of a dimension reduction technique to con-
struct the necessary decision boundaries that separate the cate-
gories in the text data. Direct interactions among MDS, SOM and
agglomerative clustering help to enable this task. The interesting
regions in one display, can be highlighted and the corresponding
data items in the derived dimension space can be examined. Al-
ternatively, samples or regions in the derived dimension space that
are suspected of being problematic or exhibit clustering can be se-
lected and the data samples giving rise to them can be explored
via the other dimension spaces. This is an example of the use of
an established exploratory technique called linked brushing; what
is new here is that visualization of raw data points is coordinated
with the dimension reduction techniques.
The second goal of this paper was to test how significant
changes can happen when using different numbers of input terms
for these dimension reduction techniques. All these dimension
reduction techniques are computationally intensive; and are sensi-
tive to the number of original dimensions.
The test data on which we ran experiments are from standard
test document collections in the information retrieval community
[30]: CRAN (1398 document abstracts on Aeronautics from Cran-
field Institute of Technology), CACM (3204 abstracts of articles
in Communications of ACM), MED (1033 abstracts from the Na-
tional Library of Medicine), TIME (546 documents), LISA (6004
text collections), and CISI (1460 abstracts from the Institute of
Scientific Information). Each of these text collections is broken
into a number of separate files with about one hundred abstracts
or text collections for each file.
An available public domain tool, Rainbow [25], was employed
for text extraction. The text was tokenized using common tok-
enization options: the words from the SMART stop-list (524 com-
mon words) [4], such as ”the” and ”of”, are neglected before tok-
enization; the Porter stemming algorithm [12] was applied for all
words before they are counted. After tokenization, a document-
term matrix was acquired and processed by the dimension reduc-
tion algorithms mentioned above for analysis, visualization, and
comparative study.
3.1 Effectiveness study of MDS, SOM and Inter-
Ring
The variant of MDS we employed was the Shepard-Kruskal algo-
rithm [7]. We used the principal components as the initial config-
uration. An optimization process was carried out until the stress
difference between two iterations was less than 0.001. We also
computed SOMs consisting of   x   (for a data set consisting of
6 clusters and 98 data items) codebook vectors. Figure 3 presents
the clustering results both in MDS and SOM spaces.
Figure 3: Reduced dimensions with MDS and SOM derived di-
mensions (top 228 words). The last four dimensions are two MDS
derived dimensions and two SOM derived dimensions. From
MDS derived dimension space (mds0, mds1), roughly two sub-
clusters can be discerned, while in SOM space (som0, som1),
three clusters are discerned.
To facilitate studying sub-clustering activities in documents
from different classes, we assign a numerical label arbitrarily for
each document so that the differences between the documents
from the same class are small while those between documents
from different classes are large. This label corresponds to the first
dimension in our figures. In this paper we focus on the documents
from the CACM collection, which includes 32 distinct documents.
From Figure 3 we can conclude that roughly two sub-clusters exist
for the CACM documents.
Upon further investigation we can find differences in the cluster
results in MDS and SOM spaces. Figure 4 shows mutual cluster-
ing activities among word clusters (nodes), single words and de-
rived dimensions of MDS and SOM. The discretization and the
rigidity of MDS’s output space are clearly visible if one compares
them with output maps given by SOM’s output space. In addition,
the clustering activities are better in word cluster (nodes) space
than single word space.
Most text document visualization systems only use the first two
principal components as the lower dimensional space. It is good
for visualization implementation because a terrain surface is a con-
venient metaphor to convey information hidden in the text collec-
tion. However, the loss of information is often significant in this
case. Figure 5 plots the logarithm of the principal values for the
data set mentioned above. All but one principal value are positive,
albeit the first 5 principal values are much bigger than the others.
Figure 5: Principal values. The first 98 eigenvalues are positive,
though only the first 5 are much bigger than the rest.
On the other hand, SOM can also lead to information loss. Fig-
ure 6 shows the hierarchical document clustering in the derived
dimension space, which includes word clusters (nodes), single
words, MDS and SOM derived dimensions. It is not difficult to
find that only two document clusters exist in SOM space but six
distinct clusters appear in other dimension spaces. This could hap-
pen when there is only a limited number of nodes in the SOM algo-
rithm. A higher number of nodes should help against the negative
effect of the discretization of SOM’s output space.
Figure 6: Degenerate problems of SOM. Only two clusters exist
in SOM derived space while roughly six clusters are discernable
in the other dimension spaces.
This inspired us to investigate these dimension reduction algo-
rithms in more depth. For MDS, rather than reduce to two dimen-
sions, we reduce to 3, 4, 5 and more dimensions. Second, we com-
bine these MDS dimensions with derived dimensions from SOM
and agglomerative clustering (word clusters and single words).
We expect to detect more details that exist in the space defined by
the original document collections. Figure 7 is a view of parallel
coordinates when we apply the MDS algorithm with four derived
dimensions to the same data set mentioned above. We find that
five clusters exist in the derived dimension space (mds0 through
mds3).
Figure 7: Text documents with four MDS derived dimensions and
two SOM derived dimensions. Five clusters can be found in the
MDS derived dimension space.
3.2 Computation exploration for MDS and SOM
Text mining, visualization and analysis are processes that often re-
quire a short response time. That means that when a user specifies
the document collection needed for analysis, the system should be
able to process, analyze and present a visual interpretation for the
document collection in a short time span. The challenge is that
all the dimension reduction techniques discussed in this paper are
time consuming. The computational complexity depends on the
number of data records and the number of dimensions that are used
for dimension reduction. There is generally very little flexibility in
terms of the number of data records (document collections) used
for computation. The alternative option is to explore the com-
putational complexity and effectiveness of these algorithms when
using different numbers of input dimensions for dimension reduc-
tion.
We explored the computational complexity and effectiveness
for MDS and SOM with different input dimensions. For simplicity
only a subset of the top words (terms) was used as input in our ex-
periments in a document vector space model. We generated results
using 71/228/1634 words for the dimension reduction algorithms.
The clustering activities are shown in Figure 8. Their computation
time and stress from MDS are shown in Table 1. We found that the
clustering activities of text documents were not significantly im-
proved with an increased number of input dimensions. However,
significant difference exists in terms of computational time when
computing with different numbers of input dimensions.
Figure 4: Scatter plot matrix: reduced dimensions with MDS and SOM derived dimensions. Documents are sparsely scattered in MDS
derived space while densely clustered in the other spaces.
Extracted document Data Time (sec) Stress (MDS)
Top 71 keywords 300 0.281
Top 228 keywords 5000 0.247
Top 1634 keywords 60000 0.217
Table 1: Computation time, stress from MDS for document data.
4 Related work
The major approaches for dimensionality reduction in the text vi-
sualization community belong to topology preserving algorithms,
which include PCA, MDS and SOM. Topology preserving algo-
rithms aim to represent high dimensional data spaces in a low di-
mensional space while preserving as much as possible the struc-
ture of the data in the high dimensional data space. This is
achieved by mapping ”points in one space to points in another
space such that nearby points map to nearby points (and some-
times in addition far-away points map to far-away points)” [11].
Galaxies [32, 31] visualization displays clusters and document
interrelatedness by reducing a high dimensional representation of
documents to a two dimensional scatterplot. The documents are
clustered in the high dimensional space through a metric of sim-
ilarity such as Euclidean distance or cosine measures. Then the
documents are projected to a 2D space that reflects document
clusters with cluster centroids. In ThemeScape [31] two differ-
ent dimension reduction techniques were applied. For small doc-
ument sets (up to 1.5k), the Shepard multidimensional scaling al-
gorithm was used, while for large document sets, an Anchored
Least Stress algorithm was developed. The groundplane was em-
ployed to project the document sets, where the peaks represent
the large number of document clusters and the valleys represent
the distances between these document clusters as found in the raw
document sets.
A number of papers have been published on the utilization of
self-organizing maps for interactive exploration of document col-
lections [23, 24, 26], i.e., the WEBSOM project [16, 15, 17]. Self-
organizing maps are used to represent documents on a map that
provides an insightful view of the document collections. This view
visualizes similarity relations between the documents. The com-
plete WEBSOM method involves a two-level SOM architecture
comprised of a word category map and a document map. SOMs
were used to construct a word category map. Usually interrelated
words that have similar context appear close to each other on the
map. Then the documents are encoded by mapping their text onto
the word category map. The document map is then formed with a
SOM algorithm using the document vectors in word category map
space.
In [11], the use of self-organizing maps for clustering and vi-
sualization was discussed in depth. A comparative study on the
quality and effectiveness of SOMs and Sammon’s mapping when
applying to classification and visualization was reported.
A number of other dimension reduction algorithms have been
reported in other communities. The computation of dimensions
using principal component analysis through singular value decom-
position (SVD) is a popular approach for numerical attributes.
In information retrieval, latent semantic indexing uses SVD to
project textual documents represented as document vectors. SVD
is shown to be the optimal solution for a probabilistic model for
document/word occurrence [10]. An adaptive dimension reduc-
tion algorithm that attempts to avoid local minima was used for
clustering high dimensional data in [9]. They claimed that if the
data distribution is far from Gaussian, the dimensions selected us-
ing PCA will deviate substantially from the optimal. A nonlin-
ear dimension reduction method with minimal loss of (mutual)
information contained in the original data was proposed for text
classification [13]. In addition, dimension reduction by random
mapping was also reported [26, 20].
5 Conclusion and future work
In this paper, several existing dimension reduction techniques
were explored and evaluated for text document visualization. The
effectiveness and computational complexity of these techniques
were also compared. We conclude:
 The first two principal components that are used for text doc-
ument visualization in most systems often lead to significant
information loss. The 3rd and 4th and sometimes even 5th
or more components could contribute to the accurate classi-
fication and visualization of the text documents.
 The discretization problem of SOM is not avoidable. In-
creasing the grid number may improve this problem to some
degree, however the computation load can become unaccept-
able.
 In assessing the tradeoff between computational load and
precision for MDS, we found that many input dimensions
could be eliminated and still good dimensionality reduction
would be generated.
Future research work could include:
 In addition to derived dimensions from dimension reduction
techniques such as MDS and SOMs, the metrics that were
used to evaluate the quality of dimension reduction algo-
rithms, such as stress from MDS, could be used as derived
dimensions. This makes it possible to evaluate how much
individual documents contribute in terms of the total stress.
 To overcome the discretization of SOMs, a relatively
new algorithm for performing topology preserving non-
linear dimension reduction, Curvilinear Components Analy-
sis (CCA) [8, 6], could be explored in such situations where
there are large number of text documents.
 Additional dimensionality reduction techniques found in
information retrieval and text classification, such as LSI
[10, 9], could be incorporated into future studies.
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Figure 8: Document clusters in MDS and SOM spaces with dif-
ferent numbers of input dimensions. With the increased number
of input dimensions, the clustering activities were not improved
significantly. (a), (b) and (c) represent the original and derived
dimensions computed using the top 71/228/1638 words. In MDS
derived space, clusters in (a) and (b) are more discernible than in
(c), while in SOM derived space, there are three clusters in (a) and
(c) but only one cluster in (b).
